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Seconize Enables Cloud Infra & Application Security Testing  

Building Cloud Infra & Application Security Is 
Critical To Get Investor Confidence 
 
The Customer is a high growth start-up with HQ in Bangalore. 
Customer has dynamic IT environment with employees, partners, 
vendors connecting to the network and millions of users for their 
app.  
 
As it is cloud first business with all the infra and applications on 
the cloud, security threats were a big risk. The expensive tools 
available in market or hiring experienced security resource was a 
no-go as it involved huge cost.  
 
Was finding itself managing security across cloud and applications 
was very challenging with their budgets. 
 
Company was looking for a company who can help achieve 
security posture that protects their user data and achieves their 
investor confidence and also meet their specific needs 

Seconize Continuously Discover Compliance 
Changes & Manages  
 
In the first phase of the project, the client worked with Seconize 
to identify all the cloud assets and application security 
requirement that are to be done regularly.  
 
With Seconize DeRisk we were able to quickly identify the 
different vulnerabilities in cloud infra & applications and provide a 
risk score that helps to contextualize the overall security issues 
 
As soon as client was able to identify the risks, it was time deploy 
the tool the tool and start with auto remediation. 

 

Increasing cloud adoption means 
today, 85% of the Enterprise 
assets are in Digital format but 
the enterprise security is going 
through the biggest challenge in 
managing the increased cyber-
attacks.  
 
Seconize DeRisk centre is a  
comprehensive risk assessment 
solution that leverages analytics, 
business context, and automation 
to proactively identify risks, 
ahead of a security breach, and 
helps business improve security 
posture, secure data all at lowest 
investments 

Customer profile 
 
High Growth Start-up in the space of 
IT product & Mobile App.  
 
The IT infrastructure includes Cloud 
First, Multi Cloud, Web & Mobile 
Applications, including the 16+ AWS 
cloud accounts and millions of B2C 
Clients using their app. 
 
“For us ability to know where we 
stand, and improve the security 
posture across the cloud and 
applications, and also provide the 
investor, users and partners 
confidence that and doing the right 
thing is a key requirement” 
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Seconize DeRisk Centre Helps Cloud Infra & 
Applications Testing For Security 
 
Seconize DeRisk product an all-in-one platform developed was 
integrated with client solution. This eliminated their current 
practice of manual methods or hiring 3rd party for vulnerability 
testing. 
 
Now with DeRisk centre the client IT team had dashboard 
Infront of them that gave complete visibility of all the 
vulnerabilities, risks scores and remediation mechanisms. 
 
This was done by using simplified Workflows that enabled 
internal teams to know the potential remediations, even allow 
auto-remediation and validate the fixes so they could DeRisk the 
business from threats. 
 
This is done continuously so that whenever issue pops up, the 
team was able to identify, prioritize and fix. 

Reduced exposure from cloud & apps 
 
With the Seconize DeRisk in place, the exposure to security 
threats from cloud & apps reduced significantly. Seconize is now a 
partner for all the security related work, so the client team could 
focus on the business growth. 
 
With less spending external consultant hiring or manual audits the 
client has realized 40% savings and executive team is having 
complete view of their security posture.  
 
This has helped to gain significant confidence among their 
investors and also expand their product to multiple geographies. 
 
Today company is having millions of users of their app and 
Seconize is product to have it DeRisk center secure the user data 
and provide client IT team peace of mind that their cloud infra 
and apps are secure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Seconize.co 

“ 
The most interesting aspect was of 
Seconize DeRisk was to become 
partner in for all our security 
requirements of cloud infra and 
applications. 
 
Today we get a clear visibility of 
the cyber threats & vulnerabilities 
and are able to handle threats 
quickly and also answer any 
concerns from our investors, 
partners. 
 
Naveen K CTO 

 

 
 

Simple and intuitive 
workflows identify and manage the 
risks and vulnerabilities 
 

 Comprehensive and 
exhaustive dashboards, risk meter 
for efficient operation 
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